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Abstract. Creating, maintaining, and deducing accurate world knowledge in a dynamic, complex, adversarial, and stochastic environment such
as the RoboCup environment is a demanding task. Knowledge should be
represented in real-time (i.e., within ms) and deduction from knowledge
should be inferred within the same time constraints. We propose an extended assertional formalism for an expressive SROIQ(D) Description
Logic to represent asserted entities in a lattice structure. This structure
can represent temporal-like information. Since the computational complexity of the classes of description logic increases with its expressivity,
the problem demands either a restriction in the expressivity or an empirical upper bound on the maximum number of axioms in the knowledge
base. We assume that the terminological/relational knowledge changes
significantly slower than the assertional knowledge. Henceforth, using a
fixed terminological and relational formalisms and the proposed lattice
structure, we empirically bound the size of the knowledge bases to find
the best trade-off in order to achieve deduction capabilities of an existing description logic reasoner in real-time. The queries deduce instances
using the equivalent class expressions defined in the terminology. We
have conducted all our experiments in the RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation League environment and provide justifications of the usefulness
of the proposed assertional extension. We show the feasibility of our
new approach under real-time constraints and conclude that a modified
FaCT++ reasoner empirically outperforms other reasoners within the
given class of complexity.
Keywords: SROIQ(D) Logic, Symbol Grounding, RoboCup agents

1

Introduction

The OWL 2 Web Ontology Language1 , recommended by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) as part of the existing “Semantic Web” technologies, provides an explicit specification of a conceptualization that allows computers to
intelligently search, combine, and process “data” (e.g., visual percepts, sensorimotor streams) on the basis of its meaning, i.e., the semantics. Therefore, similar
1
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to humans, computers can interpret data and deduce conclusion from them in
its day-to-day operations. The conceptualization provides an abstract, simplified
view of the world being modeled [5], the ability to use reasoning subsystems to
draw meaningful conclusions from these models, and to exchange complex information or conclusions among multi-agent systems unambiguously. Complex
robotic systems such as soccer playing robots in RoboCup [8] environments or
self-driving cars (e.g., [18]) need substantial awareness of its surroundings. There
is usually a substantial gap between the information that a robotic system actually collects via its modeling mechanisms and the high-level knowledge that
could be used in order to obtain the appropriate decisions. Generally, high-level
knowledge varies at a slower time scale than the modeling information, and most
of the systems are bound to a faster duty cycle. We have investigated an ontological methodology to reduce this gap, ground information with respect to a
domain of discourse, and reason in real-time.
The OWL 2 specification is based on SROIQ(D) Description Logic [7]. It
is a less expressive, but highly structured, decidable fragment of the first-order
predicate logic. Efficient reasoning engines exist that use DL constructs to infer
about the domain of discourse. Though DL is decidable, its worst-case complexity is exponential, which demands upper bounds on the size of the knowledge
base. It is common that OWL 2 ontologies are reasoned off-line and use the
deduced axioms later in the process to scale for practical problems [11]. Even
though DL has exponential worst case complexity, it provides constructs that
can be used in real-time robotic systems to model data, derive conclusions from
them, and exchange the now semantically grounded data among similar robotic
systems. Here, we empirically investigate the ability to use DL in a real-time
system setting. The proposed method uses a fixed terminological (TBox) and
a fixed relational (RBox) formalism, and provides the justification of using “an
extended assertional formalism (ABox)” to represent modeling information in
a lattice structure, that has temporal-like structures, without explicitly adding
new constructs to SROIQ(D) DL. This gives us the opportunity to use existing DL reasoners in a real-time setting. Since the general reasoning problem is
N2ExpTime-complete, we maintain upper bounds on the number of axioms in
each formalism, and empirically study the behavior of the extended ABox.
The RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation environment provides a dynamic, realtime, complex, adversarial, and stochastic multi-agent environment for simulated
agents. The agents formalize their goals in two layers: (1) the physical layers –
controls related to walking, kicking, and so forth are conducted; and (2) the
decision layers – high-level actions are taken to emerge behaviors. Our proposed
method resides in the decision layer to assert modeling information and deduce soccer domain specifications. We have conducted all our experiments in
the RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation League Server2 . Since, every simulation cycle is limited to 20 ms, we consider the upper-bound of the real-time reasoning
within 5 ms, 10 ms, or 15 ms. We also consider and discuss situation in which
multiple duty cycles, e.g., five cycles amounts to 100 ms, can be used with a
2
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threading architecture to harness the idle processing time of the CPU. The fixed
TBox contains class expressions to deduce individuals. An example would be the
definition of a pass between two players or intercept a moving ball and so forth.
We can compose queries to the system and use several heuristics to control the
axiom count. The heuristics are activated based on pre-defined criteria such as
active region surrounding the ball.
DL provides an appropriate trade-off between expressivity and scalability in
practice (the reader is referred to [2,3] a comprehensive discussion on DL syntax3 ,
semantics, and model construction). In the proposed extension, the TBox and
RBox is stationary, while the ABox changes over time. Therefore, complexity is
dominated by the data complexity, which is NP-hard for SROIQ(D) DL ABoxes
and N2ExpTime-complete for the combined TBox, RBox, and ABox. Thus, the
real-time systems need an upper bound for the size of the ABox, while retaining
as much as logical consequences as possible. Modern SROIQ(D) DL reasoners
such as the (1) tableau-based FaCT++ [17] and Pellet [15] reasoners; and the
(2) hyper-tableau HermiT [14] reasoner, use intelligent heuristics and optimization methods to perform inferencing as efficiently as possible. We investigate the
real-time performances of tableau-based reasoners with respect to the proposed
ABox extension.

2

Related Work

In AI, an ontology defines a formal specification of a conceptualization [5]. The
conceptualization is defined using concepts, individuals, and relations among
them. The formal specification allows agents in a multi-agent system to share
information, and it provides a base to agents to act rationally to achieve common
goals. The knowledge an agent possesses has the distinct feature of time dependence. But instead of committing to a temporal architecture, we are extending
an ABox to a variable lattice structure that captures temporal-like information
within the constructs given in DL. Therefore, we explicitly fixed the conceptualization encoded in the TBox and RBox, and change the ABox conceptualization.
Similar to our approach, the T L-ALCF DL extends static ALCF to represent
interval-based temporal networks using Allen’s interval-based temporal logic [9].
Our approach differs from this work in that we use SROIQ(D) DL and we
encode the temporal-like information (only in the ABox) in a lattice structure
that captures the dynamics of the changing knowledge. Therefore, we can directly use existing SROIQ(D) DL reasoners without substantial modifications.
OWL-Time [6] allows representing temporal concepts and temporal relations in
SHOIN (D) DL to represent new languages such as tOWL [10] to conceptualize
concrete-domains. Our work significantly differs from these approaches as we directly represent the temporal-like assertions in a lattice structure and constrain
the size of the ABox to support real-time requirements.
Allen’s temporal interval algebra [1] captures the ability to represent intervals and temporal properties, and their evolution over those intervals. There are
3
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many instances where these constructs are presented in OWL DL ontologies (c.f.,
[12]) and we use an approach similar to that of Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies Relation Ontology (OBO RO) [16] to represent temporal-like
constructs within the ABox lattice structure.
OWL DL provides resources to represent entities in Semantic Web ontologies. These ontologies are large in nature (T/R/A/Box) and the main focus
of many of the research approaches is to investigate: (1) the inference characteristics in expressivity, correctness, worst-case computational complexities of
DL languages, incremental classification, rules, justification abilities, and large
ABox reasoning; and (2) empirical performance indicators with respect to classification, satisfiability, subsumption, consistency, performance, and heap space
and time [4]. These ontologies generally require minutes or hours to finish the
reasoning tasks, while we consider the tasks that finish within a few milliseconds (e.g.,∼10 ms), yet using all of the functionalities of the reasoner. This is a
conflicting objective that needs compromises in different degrees.
A perdurantist (four-dimensionalist) approach has been introduced in [20]
to represent entities that change information over time. Instead of depending
on time directly, we have used the concepts of continuants and occurrents to
represent entities on our domain of discourse. A continuant represents an entity
that exists in whole at any time in which it exists at all, and persists through
time while maintaining its identity. It has no temporal parts. An example would
be the team of an agent. An occurrent is an entity that has temporal parts,
and if it occurs, unfolds or develops through time [16]. An example would be
the orientation, and two-dimensional location of an agent. Our method uses a
combination of continuant and occurrent concepts to create assertions in the
extended ABox.
An approach presented in [13] recognizes and predicts spatio-temporal patterns within games of the RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation League. The method
recognizes situations in real-time, and has the the ability to learn and predict
the opponent behavior. Recognition, learning, and prediction is performed using
Bayesian Networks, and the method requires on average ∼40 ms to compute
inferences. The work most closely related to our work is presented in [19]. This
method introduces a knowledge processing pipeline to detect complex events and
action sequences as a spatio-temporal pattern sequence generated from qualitative scene descriptions. The method has been tested under tournament conditions with 5 Hz resulting in precise and also incomplete perceptions.

3

DL Assertional Formalism Extension

In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of the assertional formalism
(ABox) extension to SROIQ(D) DL to represent entities in RoboCup 3D soccer
simulation league. Firstly, we provide the definition, secondly, we describe the
extension with respect an illustrative examples, thirdly, we describe a few real
world examples from our knowledge base, and finally, we describe the extended
ABox algorithm. Our extended ABox definition goes as follows:
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Definition 1. (ABox Extension) Given a fixed TBox and an RBox as defined
in section 1, the extended ABox is defined as follows4 :
(1) There exists sampling points, ti ∈ Z>0 , such that, when pre-defined criteria
are matched, a set of individual assertions are generated.
(2) These assertions are of the form [C(ati )]tj for class expressions, and
(3) [R(ati , btj )]tj , ti ≤ tj for relations with given individuals ati and btj at the
sampling point tj .
(4) The individual assertions are realized with a timeToLive ∈ Z≥0 data type
property, and they will be active for timeToLive > 0.
(5) The assertions are active for maximum sampling points of latticeLength ∈
Z>0 , and they are first created with timeToLive = latticeLength.
(6) At each sampling points, the timeToLive data value of all individuals except
the individuals with timeToLive 6= latticeLength is decremented by one, and
the assertions are purged when timeToLive = 0.
(7) Lattice structure query expression [C(refinement)] for an equivalent class expression C and an optional user defined refinement for which the individuals
of C should bind to.
The semantics of the Definition 1 is given by same constructs used in section
1. The extended ABox does not include additional constructs, yet provides an
efficient framework to manage the number of asserted axioms. Each individual
in the extended ABox is annotated with timeToLive data property. The individuals are generated with timeToLive = latticeLength, and they are purged when
timeToLive = 0.
3.1 An Illustrative Example
Figure 1 (a) shows an illustrative example of an extended ABox with the lattice
structure with latticeLength four. In this example, time increases from left-toright. The sampling points are t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 such that, t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 ,
and ti ∈ Z≥0 , ∀i ∈ Z≥0 . The symbol “ ” shows an individual in the extended
ABox (we will call the extended ABox as ABox at this point forward, and distinguishing the difference, if ambiguity occurs), and the Internationalized Resource
Identifier (IRI) is shown to the right. Let’s assume that before the sampling point
t1 , the ABox is empty. Let’s assume that at t1 four individuals, 1, 2, 3, and
4, are added to the ABox. Therefore, ABoxt1 contains these four individuals. If
they are asserted with types, they will be of the form C(1)t1 , . . . for some class
expressions in TBox. These individuals are also asserted with the timeToLive
concrete property with value four. It means that the individuals, that are created at this sampling point, will be lasted for latticeLength - 1 sampling points
in the future. In this example, they will last for three more sampling points. All
individuals in ABoxt1 will have the same timeToLive value. In addition, we also
add other abstract and concrete properties to the individuals in ABoxt1 that
match any pre-defined criteria. All these assertions are represented in a vertical
line at t1 .
4
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Fig. 1: (a) An extended ABox with the lattice structure, (b) An extended ABox
that matches an instance of the equivalent class expression PassBall, and (c)
An extended ABox that matches an instance of the equivalent class expression
HoldBall.
3.2 Real World Examples
In the next sampling point, t2 , we create ABoxt2 and add this to the extended
ABox. At this point, all the timeToLive concrete properties in the ABoxt1 individuals are decremented by one. Let’s assume that the individuals 5, 6, and 7
belong to ABoxt2 . The timeToLive value is set to latticeLength. The horizontal
lines show all existing abstract relations between the individuals from ABoxt1 to
ABoxt2 . At sampling point t2 , a situation could occur that there exists some individuals that may not have a corresponding individual from the previous ABox.
e.g., individual 2 does not have a corresponding individual from ABoxt2 . The
abstract properties are from the RBox, and they could be of the form atomic
roles or generalized role inclusion axioms. In addition, individuals in ABoxt1
and ABoxt2 may add additional abstract roles as shown from the dashed line in
Figure 1 (a), hence, initiating a lattice structure.
We create an ABoxt3 at the next sampling point, t3 , with individuals t8 and
t9 , and their timeToLive value is set to four. The timeToLive values of the individuals in ABoxt1 and ABoxt2 are decremented by one. The abstract relations that
exist among the individuals in ABoxt1 and ABoxt2 do not change, while new abstract relations are formed among individuals in ABoxt2 and ABoxt3 . Say there
are no such abstract relations formed among the individuals. The same procedure
continues at the sampling point t4 . In addition, individuals could participate in
longer relations. The individual 4 in ABoxt1 and the individual 13 in ABoxt4
have abstract relationships in the extended ABox in this example (cf. Figure 1
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(a) bottom). At sampling t5 , the timeToLive value of the individuals in ABoxt1
becomes zero, and those individuals are purged from the extended ABox with all
related axioms. At t5 , the ABoxt1 is purged and a new ABoxt5 will be created.
Henceforth, the process continues as mentioned above.
Our knowledge base, K, consists of a fixed TBox, RBox, and an extended
ABox that is created according to Definition 1. The consistency of the knowledge
base is checked with an SROIQ(D) DL reasoner. We start with a satisfiable
knowledge base with a TBox and an RBox, and the extended ABox changes the
knowledge as the dynamics of the system changes. It is the responsibility of the
reasoner to decide the satisfiability of the knowledge base by adding ABoxti ,
i = 1, . . ., to the extended ABox. If the knowledge base is unsatisfiable, then the
ABoxti will be removed from the knowledge base. We query for assertions using
equivalent class expressions and user defined refinements.
In this subsection we provide a few examples from our knowledge base to
understand the process. We have developed an ontology to represent entities in
the RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation environment based on prior knowledge.
(1) The equivalent class, Object ≡ ∃timeToLive.nonNegativeInteger, defines an
object in our domain of discourse as any entity that has a positive time-tolive value.
(2) We define an agent using equivalent class expression;
Agent ≡ Object u ∃hasID.nonNegativeInteger[>0], and hasID ∈ Z>0 , as any
object in the domain of discourse that has a strictly positive identification
number.
(3) Therefore, we define a home agent and an opponent agent; HomeAgent v
Agent and OpponentAgent v Agent. The agents are disjoint: HomeAgent u
OpponentAgent v ⊥.
(4) Most entities in the RoboCup 3D soccer simulation have poses (rotation
and two dimensional position on the field). We define a pose: Pose2D ≡
(∃rotation.int u ∃xcoord.int u ∃ycoord.int), with rotation, xcoord, ycoord ∈ Z.
Any thing in the domain of discourse which has an orientation and (x, y)
coordinates in a two-dimensional plane. The distances are annotated with
millimeters (mm), while the angles in radians are subjected to the mapping
function f : [−π, π] 7→ [0, 2048].
(5) Ball GCI axioms are: Ball v ∃locatedIn.Pose2D and Ball v Object.
(6) Using axioms 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, we can query for all objects potentially close
to the ball from the extended ABox as ObjectsWithBallContact ≡ Object u
∃hasParticipant.Ball u ∃hasParticipant.(Participant u ∃distance.int[<500]), and
distance ∈ Z, any object in the domain of discourse which has a ball participant and the ball participant is close to the object.
hasParticipant is a transitive object property. We use N -ary relationship representations5 to state the connection between agents, participants, and soccer ball representations. We use a distance threshold, which is given as prior
knowledge from the domain experts. This class expression uses a 500 mm
distance threshold to quantify the closeness property.
5
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(7) Let’s define a class expression for the HoldBall skill, which queries for agents
that control the ball. We define a refinement such that the individuals should
have different timeToLive values and there must exists at at least five individuals in the class expression. We have defined the equivalent class expression:
HoldBall ≡ Agent u ∃hasParticipant.(BallParticipant u ∃distance.int[<150]),
demands classification of agents that have some ball participants within a
close proximity. [HoldBall(refinement)] query expression uses several ABox
parameter choices and the prior knowledge of duration in which an agent
should be in close proximity to the ball. An instance of the ABox that
matches the query expression is given in Figure 1 (c). The refinements are
executed after the deduction process is finished.
Our assumptions are: (A1) latticeLength is five; (A2) user define refinements; and (A3) given sampling points ti , i = 1, . . . , 5. The individuals
are: (I1) bj , j = 1, . . . , 5, represents an instance of class expression Ball;
(I2) pj , j = 1, . . . , 5, represents an instance of class expression Participant;
and (I3) aj , j = 1, . . . , 5, represents an instance of class expression Agent,
and it is a realization of the same agent over the extended ABox sampling
points. The relations are: (R1) p and l represent the transitive abstract
properties hasParticipant and locatedIn respectively; (R2) d represents the
concrete property distance; and (R3) there exists diverse variety of relations
among individuals that does not influence the given outcome. Using these
criteria, and if the ball is within a close proximity (e.g., ≤500 mm), a DL reasoner can deduce that a1 is the only instance of the class HoldBall within the
parameters of the given ABox. Using our TBox, we can determine the type
of the agent, and using RBox and ABox we can determine the identification
and other assertions. If the definition of the class expression HoldBall needs
to be more specific, such as whether the agent needs to remain stationary or
stay as far away from the opponent as possible, these conditions should be
explicitly stated in the class expression. These additional constraints increase
the number of axioms, and there will be a trade-off between computational
complexity and the number of queries we can define.
The interpretation of the statement “in close proximity” is based on prior
knowledge and design parameters. We can define multiple subclasses of HoldBall with different refinements that meets our criteria. According to the query
expression, the result set contains either home agents or opponent agents. In
addition, a DL reasoner deduces the fact that HoldBall v WithBallContact.
(8) PassBall equivalent class expression queries for home agents that pass the
ball to its teammates. It is defined as:
PassBall ≡ HomeAgent u ∃hasParticipant.(BallParticipant u ∃distance.int[<100]) u
∃hasParticipant.(HomeAgent u ∃hasParticipant.(BallParticipant u
∃distance.int[<150]) u ∃ hasParticipant.(BallParticipant u ∃distance.int[>1000]).

PassBall class subsumes individuals in the extended ABox close to the ball,
and within the same ABox, locate another agent of the same team that
is close to the ball. In order to conduct a pass, the ball is required to be
relatively close to an agent (e.g., <150 mm) and the ball should travel some
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distance (e.g., >1000 mm), and the receiving ball should be also close to an
agent.
There are some limitations in the given definition. First, we neither can
write the requirement that the passing agent and the receiving agent should
be different in the class expression nor a refinement for PassBall using DL
expressivity. Second, there could be situations where external forces or disturbances from another agent or environment could cause the ball to move
from the close-by-agent to another agent in the same team. PassBall definition does not capture these special cases. In order to capture the degree of
PassBall confidence, extra systems with probabilistic interpretation must be
used.
In RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation, there are no constructs to define a kick
directly. Therefore, we have defined the pass without explicitly committing
to a notion of a kick. Similarly, we define a pass ball behavior to opponent
agents. Hence, we generalize PassBall class expression to deduce either a
home or an opponent agent as the passing agent using logical union conjunction. An instance of the ABox that matches the class expression is given
in Figure 1 (b). The symbol ◦ in Figure 1 (b) represents a black node that
connects relevant individuals. We have used the same assumption and parameters that are defined in Example 7. We have made a slight modification
to the individuals such that, the sets {a1 , a2 , a3 } and {a4 } are disjoint realizations of physically different agents (we have used the agent identification
number to make this distinction). A DL reasoner can deduce that a1 is an
instance of the class PassBall for this particular example.

4

Experiments

In order to establish a baseline, we have compared the distributions of deduction times of four reasoners6 . We have modified the FaCT++ implementation
to use hash tables instead of binary tree implementations, when it is necessary,
and slightly changed the caching mechanisms. This modification has positive
effects on TBox and RBox reasoning. We expect improvements in ABox reasoning, when there are individuals with many data type axioms. We have used
the modified version of FaCT++ in baseline establishment and it is labeled as
FaCT++ (Modified). Table 1 shows the average reasoning times and the 95%
confidence intervals. We have used 80−logical axioms (62−entities) from the
ontology (TBox and RBox) for this experiment. This calculation uses 500 independent trials from each reasoner. We observe that the modified FaCT++ DL
reasoner shows a statistically better performance over the other reasoners7 . Our
modifications to FaCT++ DL reasoner have improved 22% over the original
FaCT++ implementation. Henceforth, we have selected the modified FaCT++
6

7

(1) HermiT (1.3.8): http://hermit-reasoner.com/; (2) Pellet (2.3.1): http://
clarkparsia.com/pellet/; and (3) FaCT++ (1.6.2): http://code.google.com/p/
factplusplus/.
We have used 2.2GHz Core−i7 (4GB) laptop for all experiments. Authors can provide the modified FaCT++ implementation and the ontology upon request.
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DL reasoner to be used with the simulated agents, and we have used the reasoners in non-incremental mode. The baseline establishment has set the empirical
Table 1: Average reasoning times (95% confidence).
Reasoner
FaCT++ (Modified)
FaCT++ (1.6.2)
HermiT (1.3.8)
Pellet (2.3.1)

Time in milliseconds
1.092 ± 0.002
1.403 ± 0.009
2.289 ± 2.654
11.634 ± 2.465

lower bound to zero individuals and ∼150 axioms. This corresponds to an empty
ABox. In order to estimate the empirical upper bound, we have conducted the
following experiment: Firstly, we have added the examples mentioned in subsection 3.2 to the ontology. Secondly, we have created a hypothetical world model
for an agent. This world model changes its believes randomly about teammates,
opponents, and ball poses. We have used a uniform distribution to sample entities
in the belief model. All poses are randomly generated inside the simulated soccer
field. Thirdly, we have chosen a value from [2, 20] for latticeLength to generate
axioms. Finally, we ran 10 sets of 100 sampling points for every latticeLength
setting. It corresponds to a set of 19, 000 data points. Figures 2 and 3 show the
concluding results (the error bars show one-standard deviation of bins of ten).
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Fig. 2: Establishment of empirical upper bound.
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Fig. 3: Relationship between
reasoning time and number of
individuals.

In Figure 2, the KernelConsistentTime plot shows that the consistency checking scales linearly with the number of axioms. The classification (KernelClassifyTime plot) produces an exponential growth. Its contribution immensely affects
the reasoning time and the empirical upper bound. It also affects the variability
of timing. After 1, 000 axioms, there is significant variance, which is undesirable
for real-time systems. The realization (KernelRealizeTime plot) and expression
(ExpressionTime plot) times are relatively negligible. The expression time exhibits
our operations for refinements and to track the evolution of the extended ABox.
It shows linear time complexity and it is justifiable for real-time operations.
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Figure 3 shows the number of individuals (active and cached) with respect to
total deduction time. The extended ABox algorithm uses the caching mechanism
to reuse individuals, which improves the expression time. We can conclude from
these figures that in order to operate within 5 ms, we can keep ∼500 axioms
∼50 individuals. Similarly, we can use ∼800 axioms and ∼100 individuals for 10
ms, and ∼1000 axioms and ∼150 individuals for 15 ms. This suggests that with
a given latticeLength, as long as we bound the size of the axioms and individuals, our system can operate in real-time. We have investigated the requirement
whether DL-based constructs are suitable for real-time operations. Figures 2
and 3 emphasize the facts that: (1) there is an upper bound where DL boxes
are effective to deduce conclusions in real-time; and (2) the total deduction time
exponentially increase with the number of axioms. Therefore, it suggests that
we can use multiple cycles (e.g., 100 ms corresponds to five cycles in our domain) to execute the reasoning process. This requires an agent equipped with a
low-priority thread that uses extra clock cycles of the processing units.
In order to bound the size of the axioms and individuals, we have developed
explicit heuristics for which the agents should react to. Agents keep assertions
about Ball in all sampling points to produce concise decisions. All agents maintain assertions about themselves and w.r.t. the Ball. We have considered only
two players close to the ball from each team to participate with Ball individuals.
Each agent keeps track of two close players from each team. The agents participate with other agents through Participant objects. This provides a clean and
simple mechanism in which an agent could include Allen’s temporal constructs
to be used within the ABox. In our on-line setting, we ran 11 vs 11 games with
the given heuristics. We set the latticeLength to five for this experiment. An
agent tracks 49.18 ± 4.86 individuals and 529.44 ± 105.31 axioms in 6.57 ± 2.81
ms. Therefore, we can justify that our algorithm is real-time compatible on a
RoboCup 3D simulated robot.

5

Conclusion

We presented a new approach of using an extended ABox structure to represent
temporal-like information and deducing conclusions in real-time. Our approach
has extended the SROIQ(D) DL ABox with a lattice structure and it provides
flexibility to use existing DL reasoners. We have tested and validated our approach in an off-line and on-line settings for the RoboCup 3D soccer domain.
The approach enables autonomous agents to successfully interpret its believes
about the world. We have showed that the deduction complexity and the computation complexity produce a conflicting objective. Therefore, our approach has
empirically bounded the size of DL boxes and modified the FaCT++ DL reasoner to be compatible with real-time operations. We intend to use our approach
with incremental reasoning on a physical robot to model believes and interpret
entities in uncertain environments in the near future.
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